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C.6  Revised Cumulative Impacts 
This section updates and revises the cumulative impacts analysis presented in the 2006 FEIR. The revi-
sions were prompted by the revised NCRA freight service projections, as described in Section B.3. 

C.6.1  INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY 

Background 
Since certification of the 2006 FEIR, NCRA has updated its estimate of future freight operations, as set 
forth in its 2007 Initial Study for the Russian River Division Freight Rail Project (See Section B.3 for 
additional information). The focus of this SEIR cumulative analysis is on whether there is a new signif-
icant cumulative impact or a substantially more severe cumulative impact than was identified in SMART’s 
prior EIR, and if so, whether the SMART project’s contribution to that impact is cumulatively considerable. 

As noted in Section B.3 (Revised Cumulative Impact Scenario) of the Project Description, SMART’s 
analysis of cumulative passenger and freight train impacts in the 2005 DEIR was based on then-available 
information from NCRA about likely freight service; that is, four roundtrips per day, operating five to six 
days per week (2005 DEIR, p. 2-6). After publication of the 2005 DEIR, but before publication of the 
FEIR, NCRA revised its forecast downward to one roundtrip per day, operating six days per week with an 
estimated train length of 12 cars (see 2006 FEIR Master Response O, p. 3.2-36). For SMART’s 2006 
FEIR, even though NCRA had revised its estimate downward from the levels analyzed in the 2005 DEIR, 
SMART only used the revised freight service estimate for those impact areas where further analysis was 
required in the FEIR (e.g., Air Quality and Noise). For example, to re-calculate certain criteria pollutant 
emissions in response to comments on the DEIR, the EIR consultant used the revised NCRA forecast to 
make those calculations. For issue areas where only additional clarification was called for in the FEIR 
(e.g., Transportation), the 2005 DEIR analysis was not revised, since that analysis had considered a 
slightly higher level of service and thus, if anything, slightly overstated the cumulative impact. 

It is important to note that this SEIR is not required to, and does not attempt to, fully analyze all the 
environmental consequences of NCRA’s freight operations, either as proposed in the NCRA Initial Study 
or as projected in other documents. NCRA is an independent public agency with responsibility for freight 
operations and is preparing its own EIR to evaluate the impacts of its proposed project. NCRA will be 
required, under CEQA, to disclose all potentially significant project and cumulative environmental 
impacts associated with its proposed freight operations and mitigation measures and alternatives that 
could feasibly avoid or reduce those impacts to less than significant levels. In the course of its environ-
mental review, NCRA may reach a different conclusion regarding impact significance and may ultimately 
propose environmental compliance measures and/or mitigation measures that reduce the impacts of freight 
operations below the levels indicated in this SEIR, which would also reduce the cumulative impact. This 
SEIR provides the additional information about NCRA’s project necessary to adequately describe the 
cumulative impacts of SMART’s project. Because NCRA has not yet completed the draft EIR on its 
project, the analysis in this SEIR is based on currently available information regarding proposed freight 
operations (primarily NCRA’s NOP and Initial Study), including certain assumptions outlined below.  

As a cumulative analysis, this section is less detailed than a project-level analysis and evaluates only 
those impacts of NCRA’s proposed project that may combine with impacts identified for SMART’s 
project as well. (See CEQA Guidelines, §15130(a)(1) and (b)). As required by CEQA, SMART’s cumula-
tive impact analysis is focused on the cumulative impact to which both SMART’s proposed project and 
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NCRA’s freight project contribute, rather than the attributes of the freight project that do not contribute to 
a cumulative impact. Therefore, there are both geographic and issue area boundaries to the cumulative 
analysis. The physical area where cumulative impacts from the two projects could occur is in the rail cor-
ridor between Cloverdale at the north end and the Ignacio Wye in Novato at the south end. No passenger 
operations are proposed north of Cloverdale and no freight operations will occur south of Highway 37 in 
Novato. Potential impacts associated with freight trains operating on railway segments that are not shared 
with the SMART passenger service would not be cumulative effects of the SMART project.  

Furthermore, as stated in CEQA Guidelines §15130 (a)(1), “[a]n EIR should not discuss impacts which 
do not result in part from the project evaluated in the EIR.” As an example, potential impacts from opera-
tions unique to freight, such as hauling odorous or dusty loads, are not cumulative impacts, as SMART 
passenger rail service will not be carrying such materials and will not contribute to these types of impacts.  

The remainder of this section provides additional information regarding the reasonably foreseeable cumu-
lative impacts of SMART’s proposed project in combination with the most recent estimates of freight 
train service proposed by NCRA, as well as a discussion of possible cumulative impacts of the two specu-
lative levels of freight service described in Section B.3.  

Assumptions 
The 2006 FEIR (see Master Responses O and P) contains information on how both freight and passenger 
rail could be accommodated on the shared corridor between Highway 37 and Cloverdale. Because limited 
detailed information is available at this time, certain assumptions about future freight service were 
necessarily made for purposes of considering likely cumulative impacts. Based on the information in the 
NCRA 2007 NOP and Initial Study, subsequent clarification from NCRA, and independent analysis, the 
following assumptions were used in the cumulative analysis, with regard to freight operations. 

• Freight/Passenger Train Operations and Separation. Although railroads have 170 years of experi-
ence in mixing freight and passenger operations on the same track, there are some practical considera-
tions to the mixing of the two services. Freight trains are typically slower and longer than passenger 
trains. The freight stops made and the duration of stops will vary depending upon the needs of cus-
tomers along the line. The nature of freight service is such that trains generally run only when needed 
or, if scheduled, are timed to allow for day-to-day variations in work to be accomplished along the 
route. This cumulative analysis assumes that freight trains would operate primarily during off-peak 
passenger service time periods, consistent with NCRA’s freight easement over SMART’s corridor, 
which makes freight operations subordinate to regularly scheduled passenger commute operations 
(see Section B.3). The cumulative analysis also assumes that “following” trains, whether freight or 
passenger, may run no closer than 30 minutes behind their leaders. The reason for this is that 
30-minute separations are used for the SMART passenger train schedule, and the signal system that 
controls all rail operations would be designed to support those 30-minute headways.  

• Hours of Freight Operation and System Capacity. Freight train service at the levels proposed by 
NCRA could be accommodated on the SMART right-of-way during daytime off-peak hours without 
the need for night trains. This is based on the SMART project proposal of passenger trains every 30 
minutes during peak hours and one roundtrip midday train. Since the freight operator may neverthe-
less opt to run freight trains at night for independent operational needs, impacts associated with night 
freight service are also discussed.  

• Time Separation with Light DMUs and Positive Train Control. In the event that light DMUs are 
used for the SMART project, time separation would be required by the FRA. This means that the 
dispatcher must confirm that all trains of one type are off the shared line segment before admitting 
trains of the other type. One potential alternative to strict time separation is the use of Positive Train 
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Control technology (PTC). As discussed more fully in Section C.6.5.1, PTC has not yet been approved 
by the FRA for use with light DMUs on single track systems that convey both passenger and freight 
services. Accordingly, the cumulative impact analysis of light DMUs does not assume development 
of this operations control system, although potential safety impacts are addressed qualitatively. If this 
technology is ultimately approved by the FRA for use with light DMUs, and if light DMUs are 
selected as the project vehicle, integration of PTC into the project would be addressed in SMART’s 
final engineering work. 

• Freight Locomotives. Based on the most current available information, the analysis assumes use of 
“non-road” Tier 3 locomotives, as described in detail in Section C.6.3 (Cumulative Air Quality). NCRA 
indicates that this type of locomotive would be used after an initial one year startup operation (during 
which SMART would not be operating).1 To address any uncertainty in this assumption, the analysis 
also considers the environmental impacts that could occur should Tier 3 locomotives not be used for 
freight service.  

• Truck Traffic Offsets. For general merchandise, a railcar can carry the equivalent of four truckloads. 
However, railcars are more likely to be returned empty (compared to trucks), so an equivalency of 
two trucks for each railcar movement has been assumed.2 For potential solid waste trains, one railcar 
is equivalent to one truck movement, since NCRA anticipates placing each truck trailer on one flatcar. 
Existing solid waste trucks always return to Sonoma County empty, since they are not suited to 
carrying other types of goods. Based on this information, freight service at the level proposed in the 
NCRA Initial Study could result in removal of up to 340 one-way truck trips per day from Highway 
101 (Monday through Saturday; none assumed for Sunday).  

• Freight Service Track Repairs. In order for NCRA to resume freight service in the corridor prior to 
the startup of passenger services, repairs to the track and some bridges would be required; NCRA 
would be responsible for these repairs. According to NCRA’s proposed startup schedule, NCRA 
would make these repairs before SMART begins any repairs and construction (stations and mainte-
nance facility) for passenger rail service. Therefore, it is unlikely that temporary impacts associated 
with construction and repair activities of the two projects would occur at the same time. Even if 
NCRA’s repairs were delayed and there were some overlap in the construction phase of the two proj-
ects, it is unlikely there would be a more substantial cumulative impact from these temporary con-
struction and repair activities, as many of these activities could be coordinated between the two agencies. 
The SMART 2005 DEIR and 2006 FEIR analyzed the full array of track improvement repairs needed 
for passenger service which likely covered many of the repairs that NCRA will be required to make. 
Impacts associated with freight service repairs outside of the SMART corridor (e.g. Schellville, Lom-
bard and Willits) would not be cumulative effects because the SMART project would make no contri-
bution to these localized impacts.  

• Freight Sidings. SMART does not propose any new sidings in addition to those studied in the 2006 
FEIR. NCRA may well develop new sidings for their use, dependent on market and other conditions, 
but NCRA has not finalized freight siding locations at this time (See 2006 FEIR Master Response O). 
The NCRA Initial Study stated that all existing freight sidings would be utilized. In a letter dated 
November 27, 2007, NCRA identified four possible new freight siding locations, three of which would 
be along the corridor shared with the proposed SMART project. These possible new sidings are in 
locations where freight railcars would be stored, loaded and unloaded and would not be used for 

                                                      
1 NCRA, written communication November 27, 2007 
2 This is equivalent to assuming that railcars are 100% loaded outbound, and 0% loaded inbound. Other reasonable 

assumptions about the directional split of freight (inbound vs. outbound) lead to the same conclusion; e.g., assum-
ing that railcars are 80% loaded outbound and 20% loaded inbound results in an identical answer.   
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SMART/freight “meets.”3 In addition, the NCRA November 2007 letter stated that sidings identified 
in SMART’s Working Paper #5 (Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2003) would also be developed and used for 
freight operations. In January 2008, NCRA (NCRA, 2008) followed up with a letter clarifying that 
siding locations previously identified had not been finalized and that locations may be changed or 
modified based on future freight clients and market variables. Given the preliminary and uncertain 
nature of information on freight sidings, this SEIR analysis is necessarily qualitative. The impacts of 
constructing and operating NCRA sidings would be similar to those identified in the FEIR for the 
SMART project. SMART operations will not use existing or new freight sidings and therefore will 
not contribute to any idling impacts at the freight siding locations (i.e., air quality and noise).  

When NCRA completes its own EIR regarding freight impacts, it will be required to address cumulative 
impacts as well. At that time, the analysis may include additional project-level mitigation measures for 
the freight project, based on a more detailed analysis with refined project specifications.  

Organization of Analysis 
The cumulative analysis is presented by issue area in the following sections. Within each issue area, the 
analysis first addresses the reasonably foreseeable level of freight service proposed by NCRA, and sec-
ondly, other speculative higher future freight service scenarios (Speculative Scenarios 1 and 2, as described in 
Section B.3). In analyzing cumulative impacts, both the original SMART project (as studied in the 2006 
FEIR) and possible revisions to the project (i.e., addition of weekend service and use of light DMUs) are 
addressed. 

C.6.2  TRANSPORTATION   
The SMART 2005 DEIR identified one cumulative transportation impact with respect to passenger and 
freight operations: the potential for vehicle delays at at-grade crossings when a train is passing. This sec-
tion provides additional information regarding the cumulative impact at at-grade crossings in view of revised 
estimates of freight service and more detailed information about train lengths. This analysis also identifies 
a beneficial cumulative impact of reducing Vehicle-Miles Traveled (VMT) as a result of the combined oper-
ations of freight and passenger rail service. 

C.6.2.1 NCRA Proposed Freight Service 

Reduction of VMT and Traffic on Highway 101   

As described in the SMART 2006 FEIR, the proposed passenger rail project would reduce auto vehicle 
trips and therefore vehicle miles traveled (VMT) by diverting some auto users to rail. Future freight oper-
ations would contribute to this beneficial impact by diverting some freight that would otherwise travel by 
truck. Because freight cars are larger (more volume) than a typical truck, and can carry greater weight and 
bulk than are normally allowed on a highway, each full freight car diverted from the highway has the poten-
tial for eliminating several truck trips. In addition, because of inferior performance characteristics of trucks 
(slower acceleration on both flat and rolling terrain) compared to autos, each truck removed from High-
way 101 would be equivalent to removing several automobiles. According to the HCM 2000, each truck 
is equivalent to 1.5 passenger cars on flat terrain, and 2.5 passenger cars in rolling terrain. For long upgrades 
of approximately 3 percent (e.g., Cotati Grade) and 5 to 6 percent trucks, a single truck is equivalent to three 

                                                      
3 A “meet” is when two trains running in opposite directions move by each other, with one on a siding and the other 

on the main track. 
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passenger cars, in terms of the capacity utilized.4 This beneficial impact is likely to be small when com-
pared to total volumes on Highway 101 but nevertheless favorable toward the goal of reducing traffic con-
gestion on Highway 101 on both weekdays and weekends. The discussion below takes account of the 
information in NCRA’s Initial Study regarding length and types of freight trains. 

The amount of incremental reduction in vehicle trips depends on the types of goods carried and whether 
they were formerly carried by trucks or not. Generally speaking, for merchandise, one freight railcar can 
carry the equivalent of two freight trucks (see Assumptions in Section C.6.1). For solid waste trains, one 
freight railcar is assumed to be equivalent to one freight truck, since if NCRA were to provide this service, it 
anticipates placing each truck trailer on one flatcar.5  Freight operations at the levels identified in the 
NCRA Initial Study could result in the removal of up to 340 one-way truck trips per day from Highway 
101 (Monday through Saturday). To put this in perspective, Caltrans estimates that in 2005 there were 
2,400 one-way truck trips by large trucks (with 3 or more axles) in the Marin-Sonoma Narrows segment 
of Highway 101 on an average day, and 3,500 large truck trips on the Highway 101 Cotati grade. The equiv-
alent volume of trucks removed is likely to be between 10 and 14 percent of 3+ axle trucks on Highway 101 
on an average day, assuming NCRA’s freight service projections in their Initial Study are realized. 

This would be a beneficial impact on the North Bay’s transportation system both in terms of congestion 
relief and wear on the pavement. Therefore, the combination of passenger and freight service would result 
in a beneficial cumulative effect due to a combined reduction in auto and truck traffic. 

Vehicle Delays at At-Grade Crossings Caused by Train Movements 

The cumulative transportation analysis in the 2005 DEIR (at the end of Section 3.6.6) determined that 
cumulative delays at at-grade crossings caused by the combined operations of SMART passenger rail ser-
vice and freight service would not be significant. That analysis was based on the assumed freight service 
of four freight roundtrips per day, operating five to six days per week, as identified in the 2005 DEIR. No 
freight train lengths were specified, as that was not known at the time; however, it was assumed that freight 
trains would be both longer and slower than passenger trains. Although NCRA revised its estimates for 
the FEIR and informed SMART that train lengths would likely not exceed 12 cars, the DEIR analysis of 
transportation impacts was not revised and the impact significance remained unchanged in the Final EIR. 

The maximum level of freight operations projected by NCRA is three roundtrips per day, operating six 
days per week. Since this is less than the maximum assumed in the cumulative transportation analysis in 
the 2005 DEIR and carried forward in the 2006 FEIR transportation analysis, the cumulative impact at at-
grade crossings associated with the level of freight service outlined in NCRA’s Initial Study would actu-
ally be less than that already analyzed in SMART’s certified 2006 FEIR. (Although NCRA’s proposal 
indicates that initially freight service will occur even less frequently, at only three roundtrips per week, 
the cumulative analysis for this SEIR assumes the maximum level of service proposed.) The following 
discussion provides additional information regarding this less than significant cumulative impact based on 
additional detail about likely freight train lengths provided in NCRA’s Initial Study.  

Original SMART Project Combined with Proposed Freight Service 

As noted in the 2005 DEIR at the end of Section 3.6.6, freight service generally operates at slower speeds 
and with longer trains than passenger rail service, which can result in longer delays for motorists at at-
grade crossings when a freight train is passing (see DEIR, p. 3-123). However, the cumulative impact of 
freight and passenger operations would not to be significant for several reasons. First, freight and passen-
                                                      
4 Transportation Research Board, Highway Capacity Manual 2000, Exhibits 23-8 and 23-9, pages 23-9 and 23-10. 
5 John Williams, personal communication, January 5, 2008.   
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ger trains will generally operate at different times of day: freight typically operates during off-peak hours, 
while the SMART’s passenger service will operate primarily during the peak travel demand periods. In 
other words, freight and passenger rail service will not combine together at individual crossings to delay 
vehicle cross-traffic. Passenger train-related crossing blockage will be relatively brief (only 35-40 seconds) 
and freight train delays, while potentially longer (see below), occur no more than six times a day (only 
four times a day north of Santa Rosa). In addition, freight trains will not run at all south of the Ignacio 
Wye near Highway 37 in Novato. Therefore, as already concluded in the 2006 FEIR, the additional delay at 
at-grade crossings due to freight service will be minor. For all of these reasons, freight and passenger rail 
operations would not create a significant cumulative increase in travel times and queues at at-grade crossings.  

The additional details NCRA has provided in its Initial Study regarding likely train lengths do not change 
the conclusions of the SMART 2006 FEIR. Average delay associated with the freight service has been 
calculated and is discussed below. For additional information on the methodology (derived from queuing 
theory6) and formula used to calculate vehicle delay, see the Transportation Technical Appendix 2.  

As explained more fully in Appendix 2, two factors affect the calculation of delay at grade crossings: a 
fixed component related to the time it takes for the crossing safety mechanisms (bells, lights, and gates) to 
be activated as a train approaches, and a variable component related to the length and speed of the trains. 
In the case of the fixed component, both SMART and NCRA will be utilizing modern train detection devices 
at crossing gates (constant warning time (CWT) track circuits), which significantly reduce the amount of 
time needed to fully activate the crossing mechanisms. A fixed delay of 20 seconds per crossing has been 
assumed in this analysis. 

The variable component in crossing delay is the length and speed of the trains and, to a lesser extent, the 
width of the street. The variable blockage time is the length of train divided by its speed, plus the time 
taken for the end of the last rail car to clear the street (street width divided by the train speed). Blockage 
time is primarily a function of the length of the trains and its speed: shorter trains operating at higher speeds 
occupy a crossing for less time than longer, slower trains. (The FEIR showed that the average blocking 
time for SMART trains was 35 to 40 seconds, and that conclusion has not changed.) Average delay is also 
a function of the number of vehicles approaching the crossing; the relationship is not linear (doubling the 
vehicle volume will more than double the variable component of the delay). Based on these factors, 
Tables Ap.2-1 through Ap.2-3 in Appendix 2 show average vehicle delay for different freight train lengths 
and speeds crossing low-, moderate-, and high-volume streets. 

The tables show that each freight train would result in an average delay per motorist of as little as 16 to 21 
seconds for the shortest/fastest freight trains, to approximately three minutes for the longest/slowest trains. 
Shorter freight trains (25 cars) would result in average delays of 43 to 92 seconds, depending on the vehicle 
approach volumes, and the longest freight trains (60 cars) could cause delays average from 87 seconds to 
slightly more than 3 minutes. This could occur six times a week (for initial startup freight service), up to six 
times a day (except Sunday), at public at-grade crossings north of the Ignacio Wye (Highway 37) in 
Novato.7 However, it is unlikely that freight would be operating during peak commute times because that 
is when SMART’s trains will be operating every 30 minutes.  
                                                      
6 Queuing theory is the branch of mathematics dealing with how systems with limited resources distribute those 

resources to elements waiting in line, known as a queue.  Examples include how long vehicles wait at a traffic 
signal or a railroad crossing. The average delay per vehicle at the at-grade crossing is a function of the time the 
crossing is effectively blocked (i.e., the gates are down) and the traffic volume approaching the crossing (which 
may be different depending on direction). The average vehicle delay would be shorter than actual gate-down time 
because some vehicles arrive at the gate after the gate has been down for some time. The delay time calculated 
using this method represents the motorist's actual experience of delay when a train runs through a crossing. 

7 There are 68 public street crossings within the SMART corridor that would be traversed by both passenger and freight 
trains (i.e., between the Ignacio Wye and the Cloverdale station): 7 in Marin County and 61 in Sonoma County. 
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Even with 60-car trains, no freight trains would be expected to block a public street while stopping for a 
SMART train to pass. Given SMART’s dispatch control of both passenger and freight operations, the fact 
that freight and passenger trains would operate at different times, the use of modern train detection devices 
(CWT) at crossings, the limited number of daily freight pass-bys, and the fact that no freight operations 
will occur in Marin south of the Ignacio Wye, the previous EIR conclusions regarding cumulative delay at 
intersections remain unchanged. 

Revised SMART Project Combined with Proposed Freight Service 

SMART’s contribution to this less than significant cumulative impact would not substantially change with 
the project revisions in this SEIR. As described in the 2005 DEIR, the delay caused by passenger trains at 
crossings would be a less than significant project impact, because the blockage is relatively brief (approxi-
mately 35 to 40 seconds). As addressed in Sections C.3.1 and C.4.1, the addition of weekend service and/or 
use of light DMUs would not change the significance of this impact and the cumulative impact would likewise 
remain less than significant.  

C.6.2.2  Speculative Increased Freight Service Levels 

NCRA Proposed Service Level Plus Two Potential Trains – Speculative Scenario 1 

With the additional freight trains under this scenario (i.e., five freight roundtrips per day compared to the 
four freight roundtrips per day analyzed in the 2005 DEIR), nine of the 10 daily one-way train movements 
could be accommodated during SMART’s daytime off-peak period, and the tenth train could operate in 
the early evening (probably between the hours of 7 and 10 PM). However, this level of freight service has 
not been proposed by NCRA and it is uncertain when or if freight trains would operate. With two addi-
tional trains, there would be a slightly greater frequency of vehicle delays at at-grade crossings than 
described in the 2005 DEIR. If freight operated nighttime trains, the number of vehicles affected by 
vehicle delays would be substantially less given lower nighttime traffic volumes. In any event, SMART 
would not contribute to delays at night as SMART trains would not operate at night.  

For purposes of assessing potential reduction in VMT, freight service in Speculative Scenario 1 was assumed 
to result in the same general amount of truck trip reduction (340 one-way trips).8 Therefore, reduction in 
VMT and traffic on Highway 101 would be similar to the effect described above in Section C.6.2.1. 

Maximum Freight Service – Speculative Scenario 2 

As described in Section B.3 (Revised Cumulative Impact Scenario), the maximum, long-term speculative 
scenario for freight rail operations would add another three roundtrips (six one-way train movements) to 
Speculative Scenario 1, for a total of eight roundtrips (16 train movements) per day. Given the volume of freight 
service in this scenario, some of the freight trains would likely operate during nighttime hours. Night trains 
would create the lowest vehicular delay, since traffic volumes are lowest at these hours. The SMART 
project’s contribution to vehicle delay at at-grade crossings would be the same as identified previously. 
SMART would not contribute to any delays at night as SMART trains would not operate at night. 

Based on the assumptions regarding truck offsets in Section C.6.1, Speculative Scenario 2 would have the 
potential to result in removal of about 540 one-way truck trips per day, which would contribute to further 
reductions in VMT and traffic on Highway 101. 
                                                      
8 Due to the speculative nature of this scenario, there is insufficient information on whether freight service to quarry 

operations, if they occurred, would result in a net decrease in truck traffic. While trucking from the quarry may 
not be an option, with a new source of aggregate, it is likely that trucking or barging of quarry materials from 
other areas into the region would decrease. Quantification of these potential events is not possible.  
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C.6.3  AIR QUALITY 
The cumulative regional and localized air quality impacts identified in the 2005 DEIR and 2006 FEIR for 
the original SMART project were determined to be less than significant. As noted in those documents, the 
analysis of regional air quality impacts for a regional transportation system such as the proposed project is 
by nature a cumulative analysis. This is because the transportation model on which the air quality analysis 
is based includes cumulative development and growth assumptions for the region. Thus, analysis of the 
emissions of the proposed SMART project includes a forecast of planned development and growth that 
includes emissions from motor vehicles in the study area. The proposed passenger rail service enables 
reductions in future motor vehicle emissions, and with these reductions, the proposed project would not 
make a significant contribution to cumulative emissions in the region. While the 2006 FEIR found that 
the reintroduction of freight service would add to these emissions, cumulative emissions were still below 
the applicable significance thresholds. Accordingly, the 2006 FEIR determined that cumulative emissions 
would be less than significant. 

As shown below, the reintroduction of freight service at the levels identified in NCRA’s July 2007 Initial 
Study does not change the significance conclusions in SMART’s 2006 FEIR with respect to regional emis-
sions in the study area. Even with the additional emissions from adding weekend service to the project, 
the net cumulative effect would still be less than significant. The use of light DMUs for SMART’s pro-
posed project would further reduce emissions compared to the original project. 

With regard to localized impacts, concentrations of CO (carbon monoxide), and diesel particulate matter 
(diesel PM) from the proposed SMART project both at the project level and in the cumulative context 
were found to be less than significant in the 2005 DEIR and 2006 FEIR. With respect to diesel PM emis-
sions, the 2006 FEIR concluded that the proposed project’s potential cancer risk impacts to residences and 
other sensitive receptors within 30 feet of the rail tracks was less than one excess cancer case per million. 
The 2006 FEIR determined that adding freight service would result in a cumulative total of no more than 
7 excess cancer cases, below the significance criterion of 10 excess cancer cases per million. As described 
below, this conclusion regarding the significance of localized impacts does not change with the revised 
SMART project (addition of weekend service and/or light DMUs) and NCRA’s proposed freight service. 

C.6.3.1  NCRA Proposed Freight Service 

Original SMART Project Combined with Proposed Freight Service 

The reintroduction of freight rail service on the NWP rail line would shift a portion of the mode of freight 
transport in the Highway 101 corridor from trucks to rail. The air quality benefits of a transport mode 
shift of freight from trucks to rail have been studied in the California Air Resources Board’s 2006 Emis-
sion Reduction Plan for Ports and Goods Movement in California (CARB 2006). Shifting freight from 
trucks to rail is part of the state-wide Goods Movement Action Plan (CARB 2007). 

Regional Emissions 

As described in the Emission Reduction Plan for Ports and Goods Movement (CARB 2006), reductions in 
regional emissions would occur from shifting the mode of freight transport from trucks to trains if stringent 
emission standards are implemented for the freight trains. Existing programs are in place to reduce truck 
emissions and emissions from other diesel sources (FEIR p. 4-39). To expand these improvements beyond 
truck fleets, the CARB establishes more aggressive emission reduction targets for locomotives. The emis-
sion reduction strategies identified by the CARB in the Emission Reduction Plan for Ports and Goods 
Movement are: upgrading switching locomotives to diesel-electric hybrids; securing “new Tier 3 standards” 
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for locomotives to achieve substantial NOx and PM reductions; and concentrating the cleaner locomotives 
in California. In March 2007, U.S. EPA proposed a program that would dramatically reduce emissions from 
diesel locomotives of all types: line-haul, switch, and passenger rail. The U.S. EPA rule would cut PM 
emissions from these engines by 90 percent and NOx emissions by 80 percent.9 Future freight rail service 
with locomotives compliant with these standards would be consistent with the CARB goals for statewide 
emission reductions because it would generate less NOx and PM emissions than the future truck fleet to 
move the same ton of cargo the same distance. 

As described in Section B.3, current NCRA forecasts of freight service in the SMART project area show 
a higher level of freight activity than described in the 2006 FEIR for analysis of air quality impacts. If 
NCRA’s freight operations were to use conventional locomotives, the rail transport emissions would 
likely exceed those of freight transport by truck. In that case, substantial emissions could occur as a result 
of the freight service. However, NCRA’s freight operator, NWP Co., proposes to use locomotives that 
would emit substantially less than those described in the 2006 FEIR and even less than the U.S. EPA’s 
proposed national Tier 3 standards for locomotives. NCRA expects the proposed freight service to use 
equipment compliant with the stringent national Tier 3 standards for “off-road” or “nonroad” engines, 
rather than the conventional locomotives previously assumed in the SMART 2006 FEIR.10 Additionally, 
NCRA’s “off-road” engines are expected to include anti-idling devices and on-board diagnostics to 
monitor engine performance and ensure proper maintenance in contrast to conventional locomotives, 
which do not include these features.11 Idle-reducing technologies are currently available to automatically 
shut off the main diesel engines for locomotive motive power and automatically restart the engines when 
needed, and anti-idling devices are already required for locomotives in certain applications in the South 
Coast Air Quality Management District (per SCAQMD Rule 3502). Because these engines and technolo-
gies are available and feasible, they would likely be required as part of NCRA’s proposed freight project 
to mitigate potential air quality impacts. 

With the proposed engines, NCRA’s freight service would cause substantially lower emissions per ton of 
freight hauled than assumed in the 2006 FEIR. By using locomotives compliant with the stringent “off-
road” Tier 3 emission standards, the freight rail service would achieve the CARB goal of emitting less 
than the equivalent future heavy-duty truck fleets (this assumes future truck emission standards that are 
more stringent than today). Accordingly, compared to the net difference in air pollutant emissions shown 
in the 2006 FEIR (Table 3.5-12, p. 4-40), the NCRA proposed increased freight service would result in 
additional regional emission reductions by further reducing freight transport by truck in the Highway 101 
corridor. (See Section C.6.1 for more information on truck trips that would be eliminated by freight rail 
service.) The cumulative emissions therefore would continue to be less than significant. 

                                                      
9 The proposed rule for locomotives is available in Volume 72 of the Federal Register p. 15937, April 3, 2007 and 

at http://www.epa.gov/oms/locomotv.htm. 
10 NCRA, letter dated November 27, 2007. Nonroad diesel engines are regulated by U.S. EPA in 40 CFR Parts 89 

and 1039, and locomotives are regulated in 40 CFR Part 92. According to NCRA (NCRA letter November 27, 
2007), after an initial transition period during the first year of freight operation (during which SMART would not 
be operating), the NCRA engines would comply with the nonroad standards, which are more stringent than the stand-
ards for locomotives. For example, the Tier 3 nonroad engines proposed by NCRA would emit less than 0.15 
grams of particulate matter per horsepower-hour (versus 0.32 g/hp-hr for the conventional freight locomotives assumed in 
the 2006 FEIR).  

11  Kleinfelder, 2008. Personal communication from Kris Allen, Air Quality Professional to Brewster Birdsall, Aspen 
Environmental Group, February 11, 2008. 
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Localized Impacts 

The 2005 DEIR (Impact AQ-5) and 2006 FEIR evaluated the localized impacts of carbon monoxide (CO) 
due to motor vehicle traffic delay at at-grade crossings (FEIR p.3.3-690 and p.4-38). (See SEIR Appendix 2 
for details regarding vehicle delays at at-grade crossings.) By analyzing the comparative CO concentra-
tions at similar congested intersections, the 2006 FEIR demonstrated that violations of CO standards would 
be unlikely to occur at crossing locations. This is because improvements in motor vehicle exhaust controls  
sine the early 1990s and the use of oxygenated fuels have drastically reduced vehicle CO emissions. Even 
with the increased length of freight trains, the localized carbon monoxide impacts at at-grade crossings would 
be less than significant and the SMART project’s contribution would not be considerable. 

The 2006 FEIR evaluated diesel PM health risks for the nearest residences to the rail line, assuming a worse 
case scenario in which a person would be exposed continually over a 70-year lifetime. The 2006 FEIR 
showed the maximum number of excess cancer cases to be 0.8 per million people for receptors within 30 
feet of the tracks with the original SMART project (without freight service) and a total of 7 cases per mil-
lion people with the addition of one roundtrip per day of freight service using conventional freight loco-
motives. These results demonstrated that adding the future freight service would increase the annual 
diesel PM concentrations along the tracks, but the significance criterion of 10 cases per million would not 
be exceeded, and the SMART project’s contribution would not be considerable. 

The NCRA proposed freight service would add a maximum of three roundtrips of freight service instead 
of the one per day assumed in the 2006 FEIR, and the NCRA service would involve heavier and longer 
trains using multiple locomotives on some of the trains. To estimate the health risks of the new future 
freight service, the cumulative analysis uses the U.S. EPA-approved Industrial Source Complex (ISCST3) 
dispersion model. As with the 2006 FEIR, the analysis conservatively assumes that a person would be exposed 
continually over a 70-year lifetime and evaluates conditions for the closest sensitive receptor (30 feet). In 
addition, future freight trains are assumed to emit at the maximum emission rate allowed by the Tier 3 
“off-road” or “nonroad” standards, although actual emissions from locomotive engines compliant with these 
standards are expected to be lower.12 

With the proposed use of “off-road” Tier 3 engines in the freight locomotives, NCRA’s proposed service 
would emit less diesel PM emissions per ton of freight hauled than shown for the freight service in the 
2006 FEIR. However, NCRA proposes two-to-three roundtrips per day (i.e., two roundtrips originating 
north of Cloverdale and one roundtrip originating in Santa Rosa) of heavier and longer trains, which 
would cause more emissions along the tracks than shown for the freight service in the 2006 FEIR. Based 
on the above conservative assumptions, the potential cancer risk impacts for sensitive receptors (homes, 
schools, parks, or hospitals) from freight trains traveling between Santa Rosa and the Ignacio Wye, where 
there would be six freight pass-bys daily, would be approximately 8.0 excess cancer cases per million 
people at a distance of 30 feet from the tracks. With the 0.8 excess cancer cases caused by SMART trains, 
the combination of freight and passenger rail service along this segment would result in a maximum of 
8.8 excess cancer cases per million at 30 feet from the tracks. Where four freight trips per day would pass 
by, between Cloverdale and Santa Rosa, the cumulative risk of both passenger and freight trains would be 
less than 8 excess cancer cases per million people 30 feet from the tracks. Diesel PM concentrations would 
decrease quickly with additional distance, so that the cumulative impact would be even less at greater dis-
tances from the tracks. In summary, no location adjacent to the traveling freight and passenger trains would 
experience cancer risks exceeding the significance criterion of 10 excess cancer cases. As noted above, if 
freight locomotive vendor emission factors are used in the analysis, the risk would be approximately one-
half of the number calculated above. 
                                                      
12  A potential vendor of freight locomotives, National Railway Equipment Company, shows emission rates of 0.07 

grams of particulate matter per horsepower-hour for its “N-ViroMotive” unit which is less than half the 0.15 grams 
per horsepower-hour allowed by the Tier 3 “nonroad” standards and assumed in this analysis. 
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Higher exposures could occur in locations where trains idle if sensitive receptors are nearby. SMART 
train idling is addressed in the 2006 FEIR; freight trains would not be idling at the same locations where 
SMART trains are idling. Freight trains would idle at freight sidings, either during loading and unloading 
or while waiting for another train to pass. There are a number of existing freight sidings and other loca-
tions where sidings could be located; however, NCRA has not determined which sidings would be used 
(see Assumptions in Section C.6.1). To avoid an increased impact of localized diesel PM concentrations 
near freight idling, the NCRA freight trains are expected to include anti-idling devices that would mini-
mize the emissions during times when freight trains idle, including when they must stop at a siding to allow 
other trains to pass (Kleinfelder 2008). In an idling mode, NCRA locomotive engines would be set at the 
lowest throttle notch setting with shutdown of some of the on-board engines. The resulting emissions would 
be significantly lower than idling all on-board engines or operating a conventional locomotive with a 
single large engine (Kleinfelder 2008). Because details of the anti-idling features and the potential idling 
locations and durations are not known for the NCRA service, the localized concentrations of diesel PM 
and the corresponding health risks at freight siding locations cannot be reliably quantified. However, this 
would not be an impact of the SMART project, as SMART and freight trains would not be idling at the 
same locations. 

If locomotives are used that do not meet NCRA’s specifications (i.e., conventional locomotives rather than 
locomotives with “off-road” Tier 3 engines), then the freight locomotives would emit as much diesel par-
ticulate matter or more per trip as shown in the 2006 FEIR, and the increased level of freight service 
would cause the significance criterion of 10 excess cancer cases per million to be exceeded. As noted 
above, use of the “off-road” Tier 3 engine is proposed and feasible. In any case, as with the NCRA proposed 
service scenario, the contribution of the SMART project to this potential impact would continue to be less 
than one excess cancer case per million, which would not be cumulatively considerable. 

In summary, with the freight locomotives using off-road Tier 3 engines, the cumulative increased cancer 
risk due to localized concentrations of diesel particulate matter, caused mainly by the freight trains, would 
be less than significant at all locations adjacent to the traveling trains. The original SMART project would 
not individually result in a significant impact, and its contribution to the cumulative project would not be 
considerable. 

Greenhouse Gases 

The 2006 FEIR concluded that by replacing more energy-consuming modes of travel (i.e., auto and bus) 
with train travel, the original SMART project would result in an overall decrease in greenhouse gases 
compared to future conditions without the project. Similarly, freight service would reduce greenhouse gases 
compared to use of heavy-duty trucks to move the same ton of cargo the same distance. The cumulative 
impact of the original SMART project and NCRA’s proposed freight rail service on emissions of green-
house gases would be beneficial. 

Revised SMART Project with Combined Proposed Freight Service 

Weekend Service, Cumulative Air Quality 

As described in Section C.3.2, introducing weekend passenger rail service would cause an increase in 
project emissions from the DMUs that would be partially or entirely offset by reduced VMT and motor 
vehicle emissions on weekend days, and net project emission levels would be less than significant (as 
shown in Tables C.3-5 and C.3-6). At the same time, NCRA proposed freight service would lead to lower 
emissions in the Highway 101 corridor than occur when freight is transported by truck. As described above, 
NCRA’s proposed use of freight locomotives that would achieve substantial NOx and PM reductions com-
pared to conventional locomotives would ensure that cumulative regional emissions of the passenger and 
freight service would be less than significant. 
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Weekend service would increase the SMART project’s localized diesel PM concentrations along the tracks 
for the train traveling scenario to 1.15 excess cancer cases per million, as discussed in Section C.3.2 (see 
Table C.3-7). As described above, the maximum risk along the tracks caused by NCRA proposed freight 
service would be 8.0 excess cancer cases per million. The combined cancer risk of the NCRA proposed 
freight service and the SMART project with weekend service would be about 9.2 excess cancer cases per 
million people at a distance of 30 feet from the tracks, still below the significance threshold of 10 excess 
cancer cases per million. Accordingly, the impact would be less than significant for all locations adjacent to 
the traveling trains, 30 feet or more from the tracks, and the cumulative contribution of the proposed project 
with weekend service would not be considerable. 

Light DMUs, Cumulative Air Quality 

Using light DMUs instead of heavy DMUs would reduce the emissions caused by the proposed project 
(see Section C.4.2), as well as the cumulative impacts overall. Since the use of light DMUs would reduce 
DMU emissions compared to the original proposed project, the cumulative emissions would also be correspond-
ingly less. This reduction in regional emissions from the use of light DMUs would be the case both with 
the project as originally proposed and with the addition of weekend service. In addition, because the use 
of light DMUs instead of heavy DMUs reduces localized diesel PM emissions both at the project and 
cumulative levels, the cumulative health risk associated with localized concentrations of these emissions 
would also be reduced, and the impact would remain less than significant. 

C.6.3.2  Speculative Increased Freight Service Levels 
An increase in freight service to speculative levels beyond those proposed by NCRA would result in 
increased emissions from freight locomotives and increased localized concentrations of diesel particulate 
matter. However, with respect to regional emissions, the increase in freight locomotive emissions would 
be offset by shifting the mode of freight transport in the Highway 101 corridor from heavy-duty trucks. 
(See Section C.6.1 for more information on truck trips that would be eliminated by freight rail service.) 
As described in Section C.6.3.1, regional emissions would be reduced as a result of this mode shift. The 
contribution of the original SMART project to this cumulative effect would not change. 

Speculative increased levels of freight activity would lead to additional localized concentrations of diesel 
particulate matter. The localized concentrations along tracks with up to 16 pass-bys per day for freight 
service (Speculative Scenario #2) could result in health risks of more than 10 excess cancer cases per mil-
lion for locations near the tracks. Use of freight locomotive engines with emission rates lower than the national 
Tier 3 standards for “off-road” or “nonroad” engines would help reduce this cumulative impact (see footnote 12). 

In any case, the contribution of the original SMART project to the cumulative health risk would remain 
unchanged from the amount identified in the 2006 FEIR. Adding weekend service would increase the 
contribution to the diesel PM impacts caused by SMART by a small increment, as described above, while 
using light DMUs in combination with weekend service would decrease SMART’s contribution to diesel 
PM levels (see above). 

C.6.4  NOISE AND VIBRATION 
The cumulative noise and vibration impacts identified in the 2005 DEIR and 2006 FEIR (p. 4-56) for the 
original SMART project and proposed freight service were determined to be less than significant, except 
for impacts under the criteria of the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) due to train horn noise in the 
vicinity of grade crossings. SMART’s contribution to the cumulative impact of train horn noise could be 
eliminated at any locations that are designated quiet zones (under Mitigation Measure N-5, Quiet Zones). 
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In locations away from grade crossings, the long-term cumulative noise impacts for daily noise exposure 
were found to be less than significant in the 2006 FEIR. The basis for the conclusion was that day/night 
levels were found to be less than 60 dBA Ldn, which is the level considered acceptable for outdoor uses 
in residential areas according to residential noise compatibility standards established in local general plans 
or ordinances.13 

Cumulative noise levels along the SMART project route consider both passenger and freight rail traffic on a 
shared right-of-way. The 2005 DEIR identified an estimated cumulative noise exposure of 59 dBA Ldn at 
50 feet and 54 dBA Ldn at 100 feet from the tracks, based on eight freight train pass-bys per day (each 
consisting of one locomotive and 15 railcars) in conjunction with the noise from the original SMART 
project. Based on revised information from NCRA, the 2006 FEIR updated that assessment to assume that 
only two freight pass-bys per day would occur with trains of 15 cars. The 2006 FEIR showed that this 
level of freight activity would cause 55 dBA Ldn at distances of 50 feet from the tracks and 50 Ldn at 100 
feet from the tracks cumulatively with the original SMART project. These levels assumed only daytime 
operation of the freight service. Both the 2005 DEIR and the 2006 FEIR showed that cumulative noise 
exposure from combined passenger and freight operations would not result in levels over 60 dBA Ldn for 
locations at or greater than 50 feet from the tracks and thus determined that the cumulative impact would 
not be significant. 

The conclusions in the 2005 DEIR and 2006 FEIR with respect to cumulative noise exposure along the 
rail line would change with the level of freight service proposed in the NCRA Initial Study when freight 
trains exceed 25 mph. Noise from the longer freight trains proposed by NCRA would exceed 60 dBA Ldn 
at 50 feet from the tracks when operated at speeds greater than 25 mph. This is because higher freight 
train speeds result in higher noise levels. As a result, there would be a significant cumulative noise 
impact, primarily attributable to freight operations. If Quiet Zones are not implemented pursuant to 2006 
FEIR Mitigation Measure N-5, the NCRA proposed freight service would also add to the significant unavoid-
able impact of train horns. The discussion below provides more information on the extent of the signifi-
cant cumulative impacts. 

C.6.4.1  NCRA Proposed Freight Service 

Original SMART Project Combined with Proposed Freight Service 

Increase in Ambient Noise Levels 

Impact N-6: Future combined passenger and freight operations would result in a permanent increase 
in ambient noise levels in some segments for sensitive receptors within 50 feet of the tracks. (Signifi-
cant unavoidable) 

The NCRA proposed freight service (see Section B.3) would add up to six freight pass-bys per day in 
addition to SMART’s passenger service between the Ignacio Wye in Novato and Santa Rosa, and four freight 
pass-bys per day north of Santa Rosa. The six pass-bys per day would be generated by three NCRA freight 
trains: two with two locomotives and up to 60 rail cars; and one train of up to 25 rail cars. In some loca-
tions, including near downtown Healdsburg, Santa Rosa, Cotati, and Petaluma, freight train speeds would 
be limited to 25 mph; in these locations, and in any areas where freight trains maintain a speed less than 
25 mph, freight noise impacts would not be significant. However, at some locations near noise-sensitive res-
                                                      
13 As noted in Section 3.7.1 of the 2005 DEIR, the day/night level (Ldn) is a daily averaged noise level (i.e., aver-

aged over 24 hours) that ranks noise that occurs during the evening or night more heavily. The Ldn adds a 10 
dBA “penalty” to noise levels that occur between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m.  Ldn is used for transit noise impact and abate-
ment analyses for residential uses. 
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idential uses and other usable outdoor areas, freight train speeds could range up to 50 mph. Independent 
of the SMART passenger operations, the NCRA proposed freight service with six pass-bys per day at up 
to 50 mph without train horn noise would cause a maximum of 64 dBA Ldn at distances of 50 feet from 
the tracks and 59 Ldn at 100 feet. The impact of individual freight train pass-by noise would be greater 
than that shown in the 2005 DEIR due to the longer maximum train lengths and use of additional locomo-
tives for the 60-car trains. 

As shown in the 2005 DEIR, the original SMART project alone would not exceed the significance criteria 
of 60 dBA Ldn at any sensitive receptors along the track; at 50 feet from the tracks, the maximum noise 
levels generated by the SMART project would be 54 dBA Ldn. However, with the addition of freight 
service, the maximum cumulative noise impact would be approximately 64 Ldn for areas where freight oper-
ates at 50 mph and 60 Ldn where freight operates at 25 mph. By exceeding 60 Ldn at speeds above 25 mph, 
NCRA proposed freight operations would cause the cumulative impact to become significant for resi-
dences (an estimated 10 to 20) and other noise-sensitive land uses within 50 feet of the tracks. It should be 
noted that in the more densely populated areas where residential uses and other noise-sensitive uses are 
more likely to be encountered, freight train speeds would be lower, but noise could still be over the signif-
icance threshold for freight train speeds greater than 25 mph. The noise levels described here assume that 
each of the six freight pass-bys per day would be brief (less than two minutes for a 60-car train at 25 mph) 
and that they would occur in the daytime (outside of SMART peak hours). If freight pass-bys occur between 
10 p.m. and 7 a.m., the impacts would be greater than described here (e.g., over 68 Ldn within 50 feet of the 
tracks with a nighttime freight pass-by). Table C.6-1 summarizes the maximum ambient noise levels as a 
result of the combination of passenger and freight service at freight speeds of 25 mph and 50 mph. 

(To put these noise levels in perspective, see Section 3.7 in the 2005 DEIR for a comparison of different 
vehicle noise levels. The noise level of a freight locomotive is similar to the noise of a passing truck.) 
 
Table C.6-1.  Cumulative Noise Levels due to Combined Passenger and NCRA Proposed Freight Service 

Area of Impact and Train Speed 

Maximum  
Noise Level for  

Heavy DMU  
at 50 feet 
(dBA Ldn) 

Noise Level for 
NCRA Proposed 

Freight  
at 50 feet 
(dBA Ldn) 

Cumulative  
Noise Level for 

Passenger  
and Freight 
at 50 feet 
(dBA Ldn) 

Cumulative  
Noise Level for 

Passenger  
and Freight 
at 100 feet 
(dBA Ldn) 

Freight Service at 25 mph 54 59 60 56 

Areas of Less than Significant Impact: Up to six freight pass-bys daily: South Petaluma (MP 36.9 to 37.2), Petaluma (MP 37.3 
to 39.3), Cotati (MP 44.1 to 46.7), Santa Rosa (MP 53.0 to 54.5) 

Freight Service at 50 mph – 6 pass-bys 54 64 64 59 

Areas of Maximum Impact (50 mph, six freight pass-bys daily): Area of Novato North (MP 25.6 to 36.9), Area of Corona Road 
(MP 39.3 to 44.1), Area of Rohnert Park (MP 46.7 to 53.0) 

Freight Service at 50 mph – 4 pass-bys 54 62 63 59 

Areas of Maximum Impact (50 mph, four freight pass-bys daily): Area of Windsor (MP 54.5 to 67.6), North Healdsburg to 
Cloverdale (MP 68.6 to 70.5, 71.5 to 85) 
Source: NWP Co. Maximum Authorized Speeds and Locations, NCRA (November 27, 2007). 
Note: The dBA scale is logarithmic; therefore, adding a noise source of 64 dBA with another noise source of 54 dBA yields a combined noise 

level of 64.4 dBA. 
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In summary, the cumulative noise level of passenger and freight service would exceed 60 dBA Ldn within 
50 feet of the tracks when freight operates at speeds greater than 25 mph. This would be a significant cumula-
tive impact. Although passenger service would not individually result in a significant impact, it would 
make a cumulatively considerable contribution to the impact. Freight train idling on freight sidings could 
add to these noise levels if sidings are located in close proximity to sensitive receptors such as homes, 
parks, or schools. The actual noise level would depend on distance of sensitive receptor, length of idling, 
and number of times per day idling occurred. 

Train Horn Noise 

As already determined in the 2005 DEIR, there would be a significant project and cumulative impact from 
train horn noise near grade crossings. Since the number of trains proposed in NCRA’s NOP is three roundtrips 
rather than the four roundtrips considered in the 2005 DEIR, this cumulative impact would not be any 
greater than analyzed in the 2005 DEIR. SMART has proposed assisting local jurisdictions in obtaining Quiet 
Zone designations, which, if implemented, would eliminate SMART’s project level and contribution to 
cumulative noise impacts from train horns (Mitigation Measure N-5 in the 2005 DEIR and 2006 FEIR). 

Vibration 

Groundborne noise and vibration along the SMART project route would substantially increase with the 
increase in NCRA proposed freight service. Vibration as a result of the original SMART project was 
determined to be lower than the level generally perceptible to humans for distances greater than 100 feet 
from the tracks, and while possibly perceptible within 100 feet of the tracks, the 2005 DEIR determined 
that vibration would be negligible at less than the applicable FTA significance criteria of 0.01 inches per 
second of root-mean-square (RMS) vibration velocity. The significantly greater length, weight and axle 
loads of freight trains would generate vibration levels that could potentially exceed the FTA impact cri-
teria within 100 feet of the tracks, up to six times per day for the amount of time it took the train to pass 
(i.e., less than 2 minutes for a 60-car train at 25 mph). However, the contribution of the original SMART 
project to this cumulative impact would not change from the level identified in the 2005 DEIR and 2006 FEIR 
and would remain negligible. Thus, SMART’s contribution to this impact would not be cumulatively consid-
erable. As noted in the 2005 DEIR in Section 2.9, SMART is committed to using timber crossties and switch-
ties and continuous welded rail to further reduce noise and vibrations from all train operations. 

Revised SMART Project Combined with Proposed Freight Service 

Weekend Service, Cumulative Noise and Vibration 

Although the addition of weekend service would not cause a significant noise impact at the project level 
(see Section C.3.4), the cumulative noise levels of the proposed project with weekend service and NCRA 
proposed freight service would be significant as described above. SMART’s contribution to cumulative 
noise impacts on weekends would be less than weekdays, due to lower service levels on weekend. No freight 
service is proposed on Sundays. 

Light DMUs, Cumulative Noise and Vibration 

Using light DMUs instead of heavy DMUs would reduce the noise and vibration levels caused by the pro-
posed project and the cumulative impacts overall. When considered in conjunction with NCRA proposed 
freight service, although the noise from the light DMUs would decrease the noise exposure of noise-
sensitive uses compared to the project with heavy DMUs (see Section C.4.4), the additional noise from 
freight pass-bys would be significant. Thus, the cumulative noise levels of the proposed project with week-
end service and NCRA proposed freight service would be significant as described above, but SMART’s 
contribution to the cumulative impact would be reduced with the use of light DMUs. 
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C.6.4.2  Speculative Increased Freight Service Levels 
An increase in freight service to speculative levels beyond those proposed by NCRA would result in increased 
noise from freight pass-bys. In addition to more pass-bys, these higher noise levels are due to the addi-
tional potential evening and nighttime freight pass-bys, which would contribute substantially to the cumu-
lative impact of noise levels over 60 Ldn near the tracks. While the SMART project’s contribution to this 
impact would not increase, the cumulative noise exposure from both passenger service and the specula-
tive increased freight service levels would be a significant noise impact. Additionally, unless Quiet Zones 
were established per 2006 FEIR Mitigation Measure N-5, train horn noise would continue to be a signifi-
cant cumulative impact near grade crossings. 

Adding weekend service would increase SMART’s contribution to the cumulative noise impacts by a small 
increment, as described above, while using light DMUs in combination with weekend service would decrease 
that contribution (see above). 

C.6.5  PUBLIC SAFETY 

C.6.5.1  NCRA Proposed Freight Service 

Original SMART Project Combined with Proposed Freight Service 

The 2005 SMART DEIR (Section 3.12) evaluated cumulative public safety impacts of passenger and freight 
operations, based on the assumption that freight operations would entail four roundtrips per day, six days 
per week. The DEIR concluded that the proposed project combined with this level of freight operations 
would create a less than significant cumulative impact on public safety. The analysis included evaluation 
of potential passenger-freight conflicts, pedestrian/cyclist safety (both at rail crossings and on the bicycle/
pedestrian pathway), and emergency response delays. As summarized in the 2006 FEIR (Master Response P), 
passenger and freight rail service are highly regulated by federal and state agencies, including the Federal 
Railroad Administration (FRA) and the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), with respect to 
public safety. Furthermore, SMART’s implementation of safety measures and the community education 
program, Operation Lifesaver, would serve to reduce the likelihood of accidents at at-grade crossings for 
both types of rail service. Considering regulatory oversight, SMART’s proposed safety measures, and the 
low accident rate associated with both passenger and freight rail service, the cumulative public safety 
impact was determined to be less than significant. As described in Section B.3, the currently proposed 
level of freight service is three roundtrips per day, six days per week—slightly less than the level of freight 
service analyzed in the 2005 DEIR. The conclusions reached in the DEIR thus continue to apply to the 
cumulative public safety impact of the original SMART project combined with a reasonably foreseeable 
level of freight service, and no further analysis is required. 

A concern was expressed during the scoping process about potential impacts on the bicycle/pedestrian 
pathway users from flying debris from freight trains hauling solid waste, gravel or other material that could 
dislodge from the freight cars. The safety of the bicycle/pedestrian pathway with respect to both passenger 
and freight rail service, including potential rail haul of solid waste, was analyzed in SMART’s certified 
2006 FEIR. NCRA’s Initial Study indicates that, if solid waste were to be hauled by train, truck trailers 
could be loaded directly onto flatbed railcars (Initial Study, p. 2-10). NCRA’s freight operator confirmed that 
these truck trailers would be fully enclosed (as they currently are for transport on the highway), thus avoid-
ing this type of impact.14 Other types of freight merchandise have not been identified, but this potential 
safety risk could be avoided by covering the freight cars or using enclosed cars. 
                                                      
14 John Williams, personal communication January 5, 2008. 
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Another public safety concern was expressed regarding procedures for freight/passenger interaction in the 
event of schedule conflicts, stalls or accidents.  This issue was addressed in the discussion of security and 
public safety in the 2005 DEIR, Section 2.9. SMART is required to develop and implement a coordinated 
Emergency Preparedness Plan. The railway dispatcher will control all train movements on the corridor 
and will coordinate scheduling of trains to avoid conflicts.  The SMART vehicles would be new and would 
be powered by two engines, reducing the potential for stalls. In the unlikely event that a train is stalled, 
there will be emergency response procedures in place to ensure that safety on the line is maintained. 

Revised SMART Project Combined with Proposed Freight Service 

Weekend Service 

The addition of weekend passenger rail service combined with proposed freight service would not mate-
rially increase safety risks and the potential cumulative impact would remain less than significant. It is likely 
that there will be less freight activity on the weekend than during the week and there will only be four round-
trip passenger train trips on each weekend day. 

As described and fully analyzed in the 2005 DEIR, the proposed project includes bicycle/pedestrian path-
ways generally within or adjacent to the rail corridor and includes at-grade pathway crossings. As discussed 
in Section C.3.5, the proposed project bicycle/pedestrian pathway may be used more on the weekends. 
However, with implementation of the proposed at-grade crossing safety devices, fencing, pathway safety 
structure, multilingual signage, and the public safety awareness program proposed by SMART (Operation 
Lifesaver), the cumulative risks to pedestrians and cyclists would remain less than significant overall with 
the addition of limited weekend service. In addition, the stringent state and federal safety regulations that 
apply to rail operations would continue to ensure the safety of pathway users. (See also the safety mea-
sures listed in the 2006 FEIR pp. 4-8 through 4-12, Environmental Compliance Measures.) 

Safety was one of the primary criteria used in planning and evaluating the proposed bicycle/pedestrian 
pathway. Research conducted by Alta Planning + Design as part of the Rails-with-Trails: Lessons Learned 
(Federal Highway Administration 2005) indicated that safety has not been a significant issue on the more 
than 60 rail-with-trails in place throughout the United States and Canada. This report included an extensive 
evaluation of safety and trespassing, including analysis of 24 case studies, primary data collection and observa-
tion, interviews with local police departments, coordination with groups such as Operation Life Saver, and other 
efforts. Findings from this research and other sources were taken into account in developing the recommended 
setbacks, fencing, and other elements of the proposed bicycle/pedestrian pathway. Therefore, it is antici-
pated that SMART’s contribution to a cumulative effect on pedestrian and cyclist safety with the addition of 
weekend service would be less than significant and the overall cumulative effect would be less than significant. 

As discussed in Section C.3.5, the addition of weekend service would slightly increase the potential for 
emergency response delays at at-grade crossing by adding additional trains, but with only four roundtrips 
per day on weekends and delays of only 35-40 seconds, this would be a less than significant impact. The 
operation of freight trains in the corridor could increase the incidence of emergency response delays at 
at-grade crossings if trains are present when emergency vehicles need to cross. However, since freight 
would operate only three roundtrips on Saturday and none on Sunday, and since freight trains and passen-
ger trains operate at different times, the operation of the two rail services would not combine to create a 
significant cumulative impact at at-grade crossings. 

Light DMUs 

The regulatory setting relevant to public safety for the proposed project is outlined in the SMART 2005 
DEIR Section 3.12.1. Because light DMU vehicles are being considered as alternative vehicles to the orig-
inally proposed heavy DMU vehicles, and because these vehicles are subject to a different set of regula-
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tory requirements when undertaken in combination with future potential freight service on the same track, 
the following summary of additional regulatory requirements is provided as an update to what was pro-
vided in the 2005 DEIR. 

Title 49 CFR Part 238. Subpart C sets forth structural requirements (vehicle end strength, rollover strength, 
and other measures of vehicle crashworthiness) for the joint operation of passenger rail with freight rail 
service on a shared track. Light DMU vehicles do not currently meet these structural requirements. How-
ever, Subpart A sets forth a waiver process in which these requirements can be substituted with opera-
tional requirements such as strict time separation (not allowing passenger and freight to operate at the 
same time on the tracks). 

Title 49 CFR Part 236, Subpart H. On March 7, 2005, FRA published a final rulemaking on Perform-
ance Standards for Processor-Based Signal and Train Control Systems found at Title 49 Code of Federal 
Regulations (CFR) Part 236, Subpart H. This is a risk-based performance standard that supports the intro-
duction of positive train control technology. The burden of proof rests with the waiver petitioner (see above) 
to substantiate that a risk has been diminished to acceptable levels. 

California Public Utilities Commission General Order 164-D. If light DMUs do obtain an FRA waiver 
of the requirements of 49 CFR Part 238 to operate, they will be considered a light rail system and would 
be subject to CPUC General Order (GO) 164-D. GO 164-D requires development and CPUC approval of 
a System Safety Program Plan and a System Security Plan, and requires audits, monitoring, and reporting 
on safety compliance, potential hazards, and accidents. 

Using light DMUs instead of heavy DMUs would introduce some train operations issues when considered 
in conjunction with cumulative freight service. An FRA waiver of the structural requirements set forth in 
49 CFR Part 238 would be required for joint operations with freight service. The FRA has historically 
granted such waivers only under the condition of time separation, which limits freight operations to hours 
during which passenger trains are not in operation, precluding passenger-freight meets.15 In lieu of time 
separation, FRA may, in the future, consider a waiver with the application of Positive Train Control (PTC) 
technology, described below, if the FRA determines that PTC technology can ensure safe operations simi-
lar to strict time separation. 

PTC systems are computer-based information and control systems that provide an increased dispatch effi-
ciency and increased safety on rail lines. PTC systems are comprised of communications networks, global 
positioning systems (GPS), on-board computers with digitized maps showing real-time locations of trains 
and other equipment on the tracks, and computer-controlled speed and emergency braking (remote inter-
vention). The remote intervention capability of PTC permits the control center to stop a train should the 
locomotive crew be incapacitated. PTC systems can improve safety of passenger-freight operations on a 
single track system by substantially reducing the probability of collisions between trains (FRA 2008c). Fur-
thermore, the end structure of the light DMU is designed with crash energy management (CEM) design 
features to absorb crash impacts in such a way as to maintain the integrity of the passenger compartments, 
as well as a safe zone for the operator in the cab. 

At this time, the FRA has not yet authorized the use of PTC systems with light DMUs operating on a 
single-track system with freight. Should light DMU vehicles be selected for the proposed project, strict 
time separation would be required under the FRA’s existing rules. In order to achieve sufficient time sep-
aration to obtain an FRA waiver, the midday SMART train would most likely need to be eliminated, to 
allow time for midday freight service between the SMART morning and evening peak periods. The elim-

                                                      
15 A “meet” is when two trains running in opposite directions move by each other, with one on a siding and the 

other on the main track. 
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ination of the midday train would avoid forcing freight trains to operate at night (although as noted previ-
ously, the freight operator may elect, for independent operational needs, to operate freight trains at night). 
Strict time separation would guarantee that the safety risks associated with the use of light DMUs on a 
single-track system with freight trains would be avoided. Given FRA’s stringent safety regulations, if PTC 
is ultimately approved by the FRA for use with light DMUs operating on single-track systems with freight 
trains, it is expected that PTC would similarly minimize any associated safety risks. Thus the cumulative 
safety impact would continue to be less than significant. 

As presented in Section C.3.5, the addition of weekend passenger service would increase the level of pas-
senger service by adding four roundtrips per day on Saturday and Sunday. Freight service of three round-
trips would occur on Saturday only. With the use of light DMUs, weekend service on Saturdays in combi-
nation with freight service would require time separation (or PTC technology, if approved by the FRA), 
as described for weekday service. Compatible time-separated Saturday scheduling would be difficult with 
planned SMART weekend trips during the morning, midday, afternoon, and evening. Therefore, as described 
in the project description (Section B.3.4), Saturday service may need to be adjusted in the event that the light 
DMU is used, to accommodate time separation for freight service and avoid the need for nighttime freight 
operations. As with the originally proposed project, either time separation or PTC, if it is ultimately approved 
by the FRA, would minimize the risk of collisions if weekend service were included. The cumulative effects 
on public safety of the addition of freight service to the SMART corridor with the use of light DMU 
vehicles and weekend passenger rail service would remain less than significant. 

Using light DMUs instead of heavy DMUs would not increase cumulative public safety risks associated 
with the bicycle/pedestrian pathway and at-grade crossings. Light DMU vehicles have the benefit of faster 
emergency braking rates. Although the risk of pedestrian/cyclist-train conflicts is very low even with 
heavy DMUs given their FRA-compliant safety features and braking rate, the faster braking capability of 
light DMUs would further reduce the potential for unanticipated collisions with pedestrians and cyclists at 
crossings. Therefore, SMART’s project with light DMUs combined with proposed freight operations, with 
respect to pedestrian and cyclist safety, would be less than significant. 

The use of light DMUs would not change the conclusion of the analysis regarding emergency response 
delays since the amount of time the crossing gate would be down while the passenger train passed would 
be substantially the same (i.e., 35 to 40 seconds). 

C.6.5.2  Speculative Increased Freight Service Levels 
Adding more freight trains to the SMART corridor described in Speculative Scenarios 1 and 2 in Section 
B.3 would have the potential to increase safety risks associated with passenger/freight “meets,” at-grade 
crossings, emergency response delays and pathway users, but SMART’s contribution to this impact would 
remain the same as described above in Section C.6.5.1. With additional freight trains potentially operating 
during the daytime and evening off-peak hours, more freight-passenger train “meets” would occur (if heavy 
DMUs are used), during which freight trains would be required to wait on rail sidings for SMART trains 
to pass at various points on the segment of shared track between Cloverdale and Highway 37. However, 
stringent safety regulations that apply to both passenger and freight rail operations make train collisions 
and other accidents unlikely. It should be noted that even with more freight activity on the rail line than 
proposed in the NCRA Initial Study, rail operations are safer for passengers than motor vehicles, as dis-
cussed in Master Response P of the 2006 FEIR. With respect to the bicycle/pedestrian pathway, as noted 
above, extensive research and data regarding existing rails-with-trails were taken into account in devel-
oping the recommended setbacks, fencing, and other elements of the pathway. These design features are 
expected to ensure that safety impacts associated with its use along the rail line would remain less than 
significant regardless of the number of trains operating in the corridor. 
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It should be noted that for these two speculative scenarios, the cumulative public safety analysis assumes 
that most freight trains would be operating primarily during daytime and evening hours. However, regard-
less of whether passenger trains are operating on the rail line, the freight operator may elect, based on 
operational needs, to operate freight trains at night. In this case, public safety risks would actually be 
lower because fewer passenger/freight “meets” would occur and nighttime freight operations would gene-
rally eliminate any potential risks to pedestrians and pathway users. 

In the event that SMART uses light DMUs to operate passenger service, scheduling would be increasingly 
difficult for light DMUs with the two speculative levels of freight operations due to the requirement for 
time separation. However, there would be no potential public safety impact from conflicts with freight oper-
ations, due to FRA requirements for time separation, as discussed above in Section C.6.5.1. 

C.6.6  OTHER ISSUE AREAS 
Cumulative impacts in other environmental issue areas are either unchanged from the 2006 FEIR analysis 
or the changes are minimal and no further analysis is required. These effects are summarized below. 

Biological Resources. In the 2005 DEIR, all project level and cumulative impacts of the SMART project 
were found to be less than significant or could be reduced to less than significant with identified mitigation 
measures. The 2006 FEIR (pp. 4-68, 4-69) included additional analysis of cumulative passenger and freight 
service impacts on biological resources (potential wildlife collisions and noise disturbances) and deter-
mined that the cumulative impacts would be less than significant with the proposed project’s identified 
mitigation measures. The details of train noise impacts on wildlife were further addressed in FEIR Response 
to Comment #41-58. The incremental increase in potential future service levels would not be substantial 
enough to change the conclusions in the FEIR.  

Energy Use. The 2005 DEIR (page 3-148) concluded that by replacing more energy-consuming modes of 
travel (i.e., auto and bus) with train travel, the proposed project would result in an overall decrease in total 
energy consumption compared to future conditions without the project and would, therefore, not contrib-
ute to cumulative energy use impacts in the region. This conclusion was unchanged in the 2006 FEIR. 
With the addition of weekend service (see C.3.3), the revised project would still result in a net energy sav-
ings compared to the No-Project condition. Therefore, the project does not contribute to cumulative energy 
use impacts. 

Geology and Hydrology. The 2005 DEIR determined that the SMART project would not make a consid-
erable contribution to cumulative impacts in these two issue areas and this determination was unchanged 
in the 2006 FEIR. The SMART project, as revised, also would not contribute to cumulative effects in 
these issue areas, as weekend service or use of light DMUs would have no additional impact on geology 
or hydrology. Potential effects related to developing an alternative site for the Novato South Station 
would not result in new or different geology or hydrology impacts than already analyzed in the 2006 
FEIR. Neither the SMART project’s contribution nor freight’s contribution to cumulative impacts in these 
issue areas would change from the original analysis. 

Hazardous Materials. Consistent with the findings in the 2005 DEIR, operation of the proposed SMART 
project would not involve transport of hazardous materials and would not contribute to any cumulative 
increases in hazardous materials transport along the corridor; therefore no cumulative impact would occur. 
In addition, according to NCRA’s 2007 Initial Study, the freight operator does not intend to haul hazard-
ous waste or dangerous, highly flammable, or explosive materials. 

Land Use, Parks and Recreation, Cultural Resources, and Visual Resources. The proposed project 
changes (weekend service, light DMUs, alternative station sites) and increased freight service would not 
result in new or different cumulative impacts in these issue areas than already analyzed in the 2005 DEIR 
and 2006 FEIR. 
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